"SPECIAL CONDITIONS"

Name of work: Providing, supplying & fixing synthetic floor to badminton court, football field and Athletic track and fixing ABS wall panel system to squash court in IIT Bombay with comprehensive Annual maintenance (CAM) of 5 year including DLP of 1 year.

The special conditions of contract along with the eligibility criteria of the bidders for the above said work is as follows.

A. Special Conditions:

1. Annual financial turnover during last 08 (eight) years should be minimum of Rs.10 crore.
2. Vendor must provide comprehensive annual maintenance (CAM) of 5 years after completion of defect liability period of one year. The total value of comprehensive annual maintenance (CAM) shall not be less than 10% of value of work order.
3. Payment for comprehensive annual maintenance (CAM) will be done on quarterly basis subject to satisfaction of Gymkhana authorities after receipt of bill from Vendor.
4. During comprehensive annual maintenance (CAM) all the defects arising either due to Manufacturer or due to usage should be rectified by the vendor within 30 days or within specified time.
5. Vendor must have done at least one related work with Central Government/State Government/Universities/National Sports bodies. Work completion report, to that effect, shall be submitted along with technical bid.
6. The vendor should not have been blacklisted for the past 10 (ten) years by central/state government entities and Universities. Notarized affidavit to be provided.
7. Monthly inspection to be carried out from 1st to 10th day of every month till the end of contract for Comprehensive Annual Maintenance.

B. Eligibility Criteria - Athletics

The firm or contractors must fulfill following conditions:

1. The surfacing material and its manufacturer should be certified as Class 1 or Class 2 by IAAF or World Athletics.
2. Bidder should have successfully installed IAAF certified athletic track (Class 1 or Class 2) in India.

C. Eligibility Criteria - Badminton Resurfacing

1. Bidder must have done at least one SAI (Sports Authority of India) approved or state and national level, or professional badminton academy or Govt. institutes and university courts made. Work completion report should be submitted with technical bid.
2. Bidder will be providing product specification and certificate along with technical bid. Example: Base mat technical specification and top surface mat BWF approved Level 1A (Grade-1) certificate.
Eligibility Criteria - Football

The reputed firms/contractors fulfilling the following conditions are eligible to participate in the tender:

1. The product offered should be from a FIFA Preferred provider and should be a FIFA quality Pro tested product.

2. Pile height should not be less than 50mm, rubber infill & silica sand as per FIFA test report, yarn made up with polyethylene, 17000 Detex with PU Backing.

3. Bidder as a prime contractor should have successfully installed at least 1 FIFA certified fields in India - including civil works. Completion certificate and FIFA certificate has to be submitted as documentary proof.

E. Eligibility Criteria - Squash Court.

1. Product should be WSF (World Squash Federation) approved.

2. Manufacturer should be WSF (World Squash Federation) approved.

3. Bidder should have minimum 1 successful certified work completion in Installation / Construction/ Upgradation/ Renovation of ASB squash courts under any Govt. department, Sports authority of India, Universities, Sports departments of state government, Public sector undertakings, or any other professional sports clubs.
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